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Angels can fly because they take themselves lightly.  

G.K. Chesterton 

 

To the mind that is still the whole Universe Surrenders 
Lao Tsu  

 

 

 
 



‘I AM’ the Light of Initiation 

The New Moon in Capricorn will take place on the 22nd or 

23rd of December.  This New Moon’s potential is 

intensified, as the Solstice on the 21st of December at 

21:49 pm UT London UK, will carry the same energetic 

patterning, which will then be focussed and heightened as 

the Moon, Sun and Earth all come together some thirty-six 

hours later, amplifying the potency of this moment in time. 

As we pass through these changing times that are 

seemingly constantly erupting upon the Earth plane, it is 

good to observe the Order of the Cosmos continuing to 

unfold in perfect precision and timing.  Right now, as we 

honour, in the Northern Hemisphere, the Winter Solstice, 

the dark nights of Winter will gradually give way to the 

Light of Spring, whilst the Southern Hemisphere, 

presently in maximum Light will gradually give way to the more diffused Light of Autumn – this natural 

rhythm of the Cycles of Light being reflected by Nature through the Elemental Kingdoms.  

But, whether in the Northern or Southern Hemisphere we are all passing through the Light of the 

Constellation of Capricorn at this time.   The Stellar Constellation of Capricorn flows with the 1st, 3rd and 

7th Rays – a combination that brings a necessary Order and Organization – but equally, releasing 

anything that needs to be eliminated so that new forms can be created.       

Saturn is the Planetary Ruler of Capricorn and rules both the personal and Soul centred individual on 

the 3rd Ray of Active Intelligence.   The 3rd Ray is the fusion of the 1st Ray of Will with the 2nd Ray 

of Love and Wisdom. 

Saturn is ‘The Gatekeeper’ into higher states of awareness, for it 

is whilst we are embodied that three Initiations take place whilst 

in physical form.   The First Initiation occurs when we become 

aware of our interconnection with all of Life – One Source in a 

myriad of expressions, each intimately affecting the Whole.   

The Second takes place when we are no longer driven by the Astral 

Body, and its multitude of personal desires, which come and go, but 

do not bring the Peace, Stillness and Joy that reside beyond the 

personal self.  Emotional/mental mastery is gained through our individual life experiences as we 

respond to the electro-magnetic impulses of Light and Love, and learn how to release the inherited 

patterns of reactions that have kept humanity held in a limited loop of projection, defence and fear. 

At the Third Initiation, the Soul embodied individual’s unique Essence is then utilized for the 

Collective good.  Now, the emotionally balanced individual is, like the Mountain Goat, sure-

footed, having been tested over and over again, through Scorpio and Sagittarius.   Saturn, and the 

3rd and 7th Rays construct the channels and forms through which the Light may manifest Christ 

Consciousness upon the physical realm. 
 

 

Life isn’t as serious as my mind makes it out to be.                                                                      Eckhart Tolle 



Chart for the Capricornian New Moon 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each year at the time of the Equinoxes and Solstices there is an increased impulse of Light onto 

the Earth highlighting the way forward over the next months.  Right now Society seems to be in 

mid-fall, no longer reliable, no longer adequate to the energies that are unfolding, but it is at 

these pivotal times when a breakdown is occurring that breakthrough can occur.     

This sense of heightened tension is reflected at the time of the New Moon when the Sun and 

Moon in Capricorn, opposite to the Earth, are making a 900 angle to both Ceres and Jupiter. 

As well as  this Cardinal Grand Cross there is also a  Yod that links the South     and North     Nodes 

to Chiron   and Mars   

So, if we look to the Yod, or Finger of God, first, to see what is held within this planetary pattern, 

in simple terms it appears that the ancestral karma of generations      is being focussed upon and  

streamed into the Consciousness Field at the time of the New Moon, seeking to find resolution  

through the healing    of egoic mental patterns      allowing for a higher Pathway     to unfold. 

At the apex of the Yod the South Node is on Gene Key 44 known as Karmic Relationships moving 

through the Shadow of Interference, to the Gift of Teamwork to the Siddhi of Synarchy. 

New Moon 23rd December 2022 10:16 UT London UK 
https://www.timeanddate.com/moon/phases/ 

 

https://www.timeanddate.com/moon/phases/


‘The 44th Gene Key concerns a little-understood subject that 

underpins the structure of human societies as well as the science of 

reincarnation.   As you learn from each relationship in your life and 

over time come to master the lessons each affords you, then the 

frequency of your entire hologenetic profile heightens in pitch and 

you begin to attract higher frequency fractals.’ 

‘The term human fractal is an extension of this notion of human 

relationships, referring to the web of invisible patterns that bind 

certain groups of people together.’ 

‘To really understand this Gift of Teamwork you also need to understand something of the 

mechanics of incarnation.     Your Causal body, or Soul, which vibrates at a very rarefied frequency 

also travels with the Causal bodies of others across space and time in a cosmic relationship dance .  

Such fractal lines of evolution have been understood through the ancient laws of karma.’     

‘The 44th Siddhi is truly remarkable.   It concerns the complete understanding of the mechanics of 

human destiny and the entire story of humanity.   The 44th Siddhi sees the entire tapestry of human 

interaction through time and space.   It not only sees it, but this being dissolves into it.   The 

consciousness within such a person is able to travel down every single fractal line within the Cosmos.    

Because there is no resistance within their vehicle their consciousness ripples down the fractal 

arms of both the past and the future of the Universe.  

Synarchy has existed since the dawn of time.  It is simply distorted by an interference pattern – this 

distortion or sacred wound is literally wound around the arms of every single fractal line.    It is 

the reason for human suffering, but as the Universe awakens the Interference is gradually cleared 

and the Synarchy that lies beneath emerges. Humanity has always sensed the existence of Synarchy 

– it is in all our myths of a past golden age and our present desire to create Heaven on Earth.’  

Chiron seeks to heal these Interference patterns, so that the ancestral karmic lineage may be 

cleared of engrained emotions and thoughtforms which continuously play out in the present 

moment.  Chiron is impulsing Gene Key 21, known as A Noble Life which moves us out of the Shadow 

of Control into the Gift of Authority and on to the Siddhi of Valour.  

‘One of the major issues to plague human beings and the cause of 

enormous conflict and violation of basic human rights, is Control.   All 

Control is rooted entirely in a single theme – territory.  Wherever you find 

the 21st Shadow you will find someone either too weak to control anything 

at all, or someone with a deep-seated need to control everything in their 

environment.   In the past Control was about resources and food, for 

territory was needed in order to produce food.   Now in the modern world 

the battleground for power and Control is over money.’ 

The Gift of Authority is a gift that is innate.    Authority is the true vibration of this 21st Gene Key 

when it has found that delicate balance between allowing things to go their own way and 

assuming control of the way things are going.   Authority is a frequency that is determined by 

intent.  If you assert Authority through the hierarchical base of the 21st Shadow then you rule 

through control and fear, which never inspires true Loyalty.   True loyalty can only be maintained 

when the frequency of Love outweighs the frequency of fear.   Such people are given authority 

by others and this is the real meaning of Authority.   Authority cannot be asserted through will.   



‘Valour is nobility in action.   It contains virtue, wisdom, love, courage and above all sacrifice.     As an 

archetype Valour signifies the ending of all karma, even though the states preceding it often carry a 

great deal of karma.   Valour is forged on the anvil of life.   No matter how muddy the waters are, you 

have to realise your pure nature can never be soiled.    To be a master, that is a Being who has attained 

realisation through this Siddhi you must lead by example.’ 

‘Valour is an act of absolute self-surrender in which you lay your entire being on the line for a higher 

ideal. Valour represents the surrender of the male principle of control, to trust, represented by the 

feminine Principle of Trust.    The power of Valour could be summarised as the courage and Love that 

must be found within the lower self to die into the unknown world of the Higher Self.’   

The other planetary body that is assisting the realignment of distorted 

inherited energy patterns is Mars.    Mars in Gemini represents a focus on 

the Mental Body, but also Gemini links directly into the Central Nervous System.    

The Central Nervous System is made up of the brain, the spinal cord, and the 

neurons.  The spinal cord carries messages back and forth between the brain 

and the nerves that run throughout the body all of which can be interfered 

with and affected by our thought processes. 

So, at this time, Chiron is working in harmony with Mars to release and raise 

the resonance of the ancient memory patterns stored within the DNA. 

Mars, at the time of the New Moon is on Gene Key 16, known as Magical Genius moving through the 

Shadow of Indifference to the Gift of Versatility to the Siddhi of Mastery. 

‘At the Shadow frequency one of the most powerful and pervasive forces that keeps you from 

perceiving a higher reality is Indifference.   Indifference is an expression of the collective frequency of 

humanity operating through your genetics.   Indifference simply arises because the mass consciousness 

does not yet see its own true nature - that is, it doesn’t yet realise itself as a holistic entity.’ 

‘However, our new awareness will enable us to identify as a single consciousness.  Versatility is driven 

by the dynamic energy of enthusiasm – the feeling that you are doing something thoroughly 

enjoyable, which also happens to improve people’s lives and serve the whole.   Versatility is a 

frequency and at this level natural abilities emerge with ease.    At the 16th Gift level of frequency 

something remarkable occurs – no matter what your personal genetic makeup, you can draw upon any 

of the 64 Gifts through the Morphogenetic field that links all states of the same frequency together.’ 

‘At the Siddhic level the issue of identifying with what you are 

doing is no longer relevant.  At this heightened frequency of 

Consciousness your identity is erased and you become an empty 

vessel for Life.    The enthusiasm inherent in the 16th Gift also 

has its manifestation in the Siddhi where it shows its true 

nature.’  

‘Enthusiasm, deriving from the Greek meaning ‘To be possessed by the breath of God’ floods the human 

being and he/she merges with Divine currents, shattering their identification with the world of form.    

The 16th Siddhi has an interesting connection to the 35th Siddhi of Boundlessness and on closer analysis 

one can see why.   As one of the Miracle Siddhis, the 35th Siddhi’s sole purpose is to expand the 

average human’s perspective on life exponentially.  The one who has attained this Siddhic level displays 

Mastery over Creation – their powerful actions, seen as miraculous, pull humanity out of Indifference.’  



The North Node represents our Collective way forward on a higher frequency when sufficient numbers  

have transmuted the Shadows of Interference, Control, Indifference and Addiction, which is the 

Shadow, hidden within Gene Key 24,  being activated by the North Node. 

For most of humanity, Addiction keeps them in a loop of constant activity, never experiencing the void 

that precedes a shift in awareness - freezing whenever there is a gap in awareness, rather than entering 

into and feeling the empty state of Silence. 

Gene Key 24 known as the Ultimate Addiction holds the Gift of Invention and the Siddhi of Silence. 

‘The 24th Shadow, when correctly understood, explains much about the Shadow state itself as well as 

why human beings find it so difficult to resolve the deeper repetitive problems in their lives.   We humans 

come pre-programmed for Addiction and the main culprit responsible for this is our mind.   The mass 

consciousness of humanity is still dominated by the archaic fear and survival-based aspects of our brain.’ 

‘Our thinking becomes stuck in the same neurological, predictable, 

pathways of the brain and there is always mental activity that is 

looking to future happiness as an escape from present anxiety .   

The root of human suffering is wired into your DNA in the physical 

body and this in turn triggers the emotional body through desire.     

‘All desires are really rooted in a single desire – the desire to escape 

suffering, but nothing external can bring an end to suffering, since 

it is rooted deep within the DNA.’   

‘Only by turning inwards can you face the addictive quality of your mind.  Your willingness to 

confront your mind creates the necessary pause or gap in thinking to disentangle the mind from 

the astral/emotional body.’ 

‘So, what happens in the gap when you do fully embrace it?   The answer is absolutely anything.   The 

24th Gift is truly magical and contains the secret to genius.   One of the best ways of exploring the gaps 

is through contemplation.    To contemplate is to surrender yourself into the great mystery until it 

suddenly reveals itself to you through a process of deep insight.’ 

‘The secret of the 24th Gift is really one of the secrets of creativity itself.  It is in fact an acoustic 

field involving the raising of vibrational frequency through your genetics.    Each time you hit one 

of the magical gaps, you have the opportunity to either shift up an octave in frequency or remain 

in the same loop.’   

‘Over the centuries human beings have tried all manner of techniques to stop the mind from 

thinking.  Thinking can in fact be masked by certain techniques, but that temporary quietness is 

not the same as the pure Silence of the 24th Siddhi.  The Silence of the 24th Siddhi is a Silence 

that descends on you even though it already lives within you. ’ 

‘True Silence reigns when the mechanism controlling your awareness moves from your head down into 

your solar plexus.   For awareness to shift in this way there is a physical mutation that occurs – certain 

chemicals are created by the endocrine system – so that you no longer think – but are thought by Life.’ 

‘When the mind ceases to think then all addictive behaviour also ceases – the ultimate addiction 

of believing yourself to be separate from Life is eradicated.   The key is always to relax because 

only as you relax can you feel the magic gaps and experience the Truth directly – not through your 

mind but through your innermost being.’ 



The North Node is the focal point at the time of the New Moon, when the Sun and Moon are on Gene 

Key 10 which emphasises the message flowing through the North Node.    Gene Key 10 known as Being 

At Ease moves through the Shadow of Self-Obsession to the Gift of Naturalness to the Siddhi of Being.’ 

‘In the modern western world, Self-Obsession is everywhere.    People are 

obsessed with how they feel and how they look, with what they wear, what 

they own and where they live.  The 10th Shadow still governs us on a 

collective level, even though it is showing signs of awakening today .   The 

emphasis of the 10th Shadow is on the individual - which can be both a 

blessing and a curse.  Individual individuation is the cornerstone of 

evolution itself, but self-obsession is driven by fear – it is a specific 

unconscious fear - the fear of losing your identity.’ 

‘The Gift of Naturalness is a gift that waits within every single human being .   It is the centre of 

your being and only through this centre can you express your own creative uniqueness.  The life of 

every individual human being is a journey through the frequencies of this 10th Gene Key.  To be 

natural means to be yourself.   At the Gift level of frequency, there is a huge releasing of energy 

through your being and out into your life as all attempts at defining who you are begin to subside.’     

‘The Gift of Naturalness cannot be practised and copied it can only emerge through a rising sense 

of inner freedom and spaciousness.  Naturalness unfolds through stages and the final flowering 

of your inner Being manifests as a challenge to the current norm, since your true nature is 

always found at the cutting edge of evolution.’ 

‘When the differentiated self has manifested its highest expression in the world through the 10th 

Gift, one final surprise lies in store.  There is a sixth phase to the process of becoming yourself that 

brings an end to the notion of self-knowledge.  The only word that even gives a hint of what the 

10th Siddhi holds is the word Being.’     

‘Through the 10th Siddhi a great lightness is born and a great 

humour concerning life itself.   Along with its programming 

partner, the 15th Siddhi of Florescence it inspires one of the 

great metaphysical paradoxes of all time.’    

‘These Siddhis correspond to the Buddhic states of Being and 

Becoming – the Arhat and the Bodhisattva Consciousness. The 

Bodhisattva vows to stay on the path until all beings are 

enlightened, whilst the Arhat sees all beings are already 

enlightened so there is nothing to do.’   

‘For the person who has entered the mystery of the 10th Siddhi the two poles of Being and Becoming are 

one.    They rest in the true nature of Being, whilst also witnessing the flow of form becoming more and more 

complex through evolution.  In the 10th Siddhi there is no sense of I – there is just Consciousness expressed 

as Being.  The world was once populated by this Siddhi.   One day it will be so again.’ 

The Earth, on Gene Key 15, is the programming partner of Gene Key 10, holding the essence of 

the Bodhisattva, known as An Eternally Flowering Spring moving through the Shadow of Dullness 

to the Gift of Magnetism to the Siddhi of Floresence.  

‘The 15th Gene Key is part of the Ring of Seeking.  It is this Codon Ring that initiates your evolutionary journey 

from being unaware of your true nature to your eventual awakening as an expression of Divine form.’    



‘Magnetism is a frequency that moves far more slowly than most human beings are used to, 

especially in the modern world.    The 15th Gene Key is such a powerful portal into life’s mysteries.  

It is one of the Gene Keys that bridges humans with other life forms and in doing so it connects us 

profoundly to the living spirit of nature or Gaia. ’ 

‘The Gift of Magnetism makes a person physically glow with life 

force - it is a Gift filled with enthusiasm and openness and Love.  One 

of the greatest challenges for modern humanity is to learn how to 

slow down.  Trusting the natural ebb and flow of life's currents, the 

people embodying the Gift live closely with the Earth’s natural 

rhythm and experience the wisdom and clarity of slowing down. ’ 

‘There is a subtle shift in attitude that unlocks the hidden magnetic 

power latent in your DNA.    Harnessing the power of the natural 

world you begin to unlock the power in your aura to transmit and 

receive information between different life forms.     Eventually, as the 

frequency of your aura comes into perfect resonance it interlocks 

with the Earth Grid and your consciousness expands exponentially, 

becoming one with Gaia herself.’ 

‘Floresence refers to a process of exponential bursting into flower –  though the focus is not simply 

on a single flower, but an entire tree of flowers all bursting into bud at the same time.  Florescence is 

the flowering of your higher Self.   Florescence cannot be chased, hurried or enforced.   It is a state 

that occurs to humans sporadically, no one can predict if or when it will occur to a particular person.’     

‘However, when it does arise that person is surrounded by light, magic and a tangibly magnetic 

aura.  As the zenith of human magnetism, Florescence manifests like a supernova through the 

human aura and once begun it keeps expanding and expanding into deeper and deeper 

dimensions.    Florescence cannot be created - not by meditation, good karma or by any form of 

effort, not even by effortlessness.    

‘Florescence is Grace.   It occurs whenever and wherever it feels like occurring!  This experience 

of Grace ends all seeking.  It is an experience that is too spontaneous, too unpredictable and too 

wild for the mind to manage or control.  Florescence is the explosive chain reaction of 

enlightenment - it follows Nature’s own wild organic rhythm.     When you come into perfect 

alignment with Gaia, then, in the words of Christ, you mystically ‘Inherit the Earth.’ 

Continuing on the focus of inheriting the Earth, and the Natural World, Ceres, the Dwarf Planet, 

who is known as the Earth Mother, ruling over the Seasons, agriculture, nutrition and 

nourishment, is 900 from the Sun, Moon and Earth, forming part of the Grand Cardinal Cross.    

Ceres is on Gene Key 46 known as the Science of Luck which is asking us to move beyond the 

Shadow of Seriousness, to the Gift of Delight which holds the seed of Ecstasy. 

‘Seriousness is the most widespread of all the diseases on the planet.   When you live your life 

from this Shadow you carry a black cloud over your head.   It always seems to rain when you don’t 

want it to because you are out of synchronisation with the whole.  You create obstacles for yourself 

when you become too focused either on the future or on the past.   Seriousness is about worrying 

or expecting or wishing life to be other than it is. ’     

 



‘To escape the low frequency of Seriousness, it takes a single, simple quality – Acceptance.   

Acceptance is the programming partner of the 46th Gift of Delight.   Delight is the sense of freedom 

that emerges from an appreciation of the richness of being alive. ’    

‘The 46th Gene Key also contains the germ of material success and failure.    This much sought-

after secret is founded upon the principle of synchronicity – the Law that binds together all free-

moving objects in space and time.  Free-moving in this context means accepting.    When you move 

through life with an attitude of Delight and openness, whatever happens is correct.’    

‘If your attitude remains open and accepting you will see that the 

Universe is at work in you.   Synchronicity is an energy field available 

to all with or without the 46th Gene Key in their profile.  The only 

prerequisite for tapping into synchronicity is this Delight.   Ecstasy is 

the highest frequency of the 46th Gene Key and it occurs only through 

the heart.    It is in fact the true nature of Humanity.’    

‘There is actually no work more important on this Earth than play.  

When we become truly playful we reshape the nature of our 

Collective reality.   Ecstasy is not a word that most people consider 

when they think of themselves and their lives.   Yet it is this block at 

the mental level that keeps us at a frequency far from Ecstasy.   If you can open your heart to 

receive the frequencies they represent, the frequencies will begin to seek you out, for Siddhic states 

are all a matter of magnetism.’ 

‘People who manifest this Siddhi cannot go unnoticed in the world .   The Love that swirls around 

them is so tangible that it can even be felt by people of the densest frequency .  It is not that this 

46th Siddhi is any more powerful than any other Siddhi, but that this  manifestation of Divine 

consciousness is so close to the physical realm and it emerges through the physical body .   Matter 

is penetrated completely by the Spirit.’ 

‘Ecstasy comes in waves, in orgasms that travel through the Universal quantum field in which 

we live.  The more people who experience such orgasmic energy coming through their higher 

bodies the more our planet will be transformed.    Such men and women – the ecstatics – have not 

always found it necessary to remove themselves from the world  but have found their love within 

the world of ordinary life.’ 

Jupiter makes the fourth aspect to the Grand Cardinal Cross, as the programming partner of Gene 

Key 46.    

Jupiter is the planetary energy that is responsible for expansion, 

both physically and metaphysically, increasing our awareness and 

consciousness and here, on Gene Key 25, known as The Myth of 

the Sacred Wound it has the potential to expand us beyond the 

Shadow of Constriction to the Gift of Acceptance, ultimately into 

the Siddhi of Universal Love.    

‘Here in the 25th Gift we arrive at one of the greatest and most 

powerful of all human Gifts, the Gift of Acceptance.   Because this 

25th Gift represents the portal to the true nature of the Universe 

as Love, it has incredible relevance for all human beings. ’    



‘Acceptance is based on taking the soft approach to life.   The Path of Love is the path of 

Acceptance, which is not a technique but more of a seeing.   This kind of Acceptance takes place 

when you build up the courage to look into your own Shadow .   The only way to transform the 

Shadow is to have the courage to simply feel the fear.  The 25th Gift makes it difficult to hold any 

resentment, judgement or indeed worry about life – for now you are carrying the Seed of Love.  

You will walk through life with an air of another world about you, whilst at the same time being 

deeply grounded and open to others.’    

‘The 25th Siddhi is a special Siddhi, whether it happens to be in your 

hologenetic profile or not.   Every Gene Key exists inside each of us 

and the 25th Gene Key is the primary archetype of Love.  The 25th 

Siddhi is Love itself as the Source of all and, in this sense, it can be 

called Universal Love.  The Sacred wound that hides within each 

human being can be understood at three levels of consciousness – 

at the Shadow frequency the wound maintains human suffering, at 

the Gift frequency, the wound provokes humanity to evolve, and at 

the Siddhic frequency the wound reveals humanity’s true nature as an 

Expression of Universal Love.’ 

‘Those Beings who have attained realisation through this 25th Siddhi become, in some form, 

legends.   Whether Buddha or the Christ – the aura of such a person shines like a light down the 

centuries and is felt within the bloodlines of all future generations .  Every time someone attains 

the 25th Siddhi a great genetic constriction is removed throughout Humanity.  The bodies of these 

people have undergone a radical transformation in order to be the receiver or chalice for Pure 

Consciousness.’ 

We are being encouraged to remember that although, in the outer world, 

much is in flux and unpredictable, the Cosmos is unfolding with powerful 

potential at this time and, to reinstate the higher Pathway that is opening up 

before us, we find that Saturn, the Planetary Ruler of Capricorn, is on Gene 

Key 49, which is all about Changing the World from the Inside moving from 

Reaction to Revolution to Rebirth. 

‘As the higher frequencies penetrate the 49th Shadow we will move through a time of 

unprecedented change and upheaval.   This is the Gift of Revolution.  The 49th Shadow will be the 

first aspect of the human Shadow to mutate right down to the genetic level .  The implications 

of this are huge as fewer and fewer humans are victims of their emotional reactions, violence will 

rapidly decrease in the world.    Men and women of peace are infiltrating all races more than 

ever before.  This Revolution is worldwide.’ 

‘The 49th Siddhi conceals an archetype that appears to be a part of all human evolution – that 

of Rebirth.   The very bedrock of our society is founded upon a species that has always made 

decisions rooted in fear. The only way for a new future to be created is to begin from scratch.    

Once in a while along the evolutionary chain a new species is born out of the old species – like 

the mythical phoenix – it has nothing in common with its parent.   It rises up out of the genetic 

material of the old and takes a whole new direction.  Every human being who has ever arrived 

at true enlightenment has experienced such a Rebirth.   The Siddhic State requires both a mystical 

and genetic divorce from that which came before.   Because you are reading these words, you 

are potentially one of these early flowerings.  Is that not a beautiful thing to ponder? ’   



I trust you will see how the Universe is always assisting us and, as the fork in the road becomes 

ever more evident, may we remember the message of Rebirth and Universal Love, which was the 

message that was left to us over two thousand years ago.   As we approach the Celebration of 

Christ Mass may we find within the Inner Silence and spaciousness of our Being the Mastery to 

release old emotional and mental patterning that masks the Delight and Ecstasy of Life which has 

only one purpose and that is to recreate Heaven on Earth.  

 

The Earth is not just our environment. 
We are the Earth and the Earth is us. 

We have always been one with the Earth. 
 

Thich Nhat Hanh 

 

Love and Blessings to All at this Solstice Time 

 

 

16.12.2022                                                                          Extracts from Gene Keys by Richard Rudd 

 


